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Broadband multilayer-coated normal incidence
blazed grating with È10% diffraction

efficiency through the 13–16 nm wavelength region
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Diffraction gratings used in extreme UV are typically coated with periodic multilayer thin films. These coat-
ings have a small bandwidth, thus leading to a narrow usable spectral region of multilayer gratings. Well-
designed aperiodic multilayer coatings could provide high reflectivity over a much broader wavelength re-
gion, so they could broaden the usable spectral region of multilayer gratings. We designed and deposited an
aperiodic Mo/Si multilayer coating onto a blazed grating substrate. At an incidence angle of 10°, the –2nd-
order diffraction efficiency of the multilayer grating is �10% through the wavelength range of 13–16 nm.
© 2009 Optical Society of America
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Diffraction grating is a key element of extreme UV
(EUV) spectrometers that are widely used in astro-
physics, plasma diagnostics, and so on. When the
EUV grating is used at normal incidence, periodic
multilayer interference coating composed of alternate
layers of scattering material (absorber) and trans-
missive material (spacer) should be deposited on the
grating substrate to enhance diffraction efficiency. In
recent years, both multilayer laminar gratings and
multilayer blazed gratings with high diffraction effi-
ciencies have been fabricated [1–4]. Nevertheless,
these multilayer gratings provide a narrow usable
spectral region in which the diffraction efficiency is
sufficiently high for the applications. This is due to
the fact that the diffraction efficiency of a normal in-
cidence multilayer grating is the product of two fac-
tors, the grating groove efficiency and the reflectivity
of the multilayer coating [1,5]. On one hand, the grat-
ing groove efficiency is a weak function of wave-
length; on the other hand, however, the wavelength
bandwidth of periodic multilayer coating is narrow,
for example, typically�1 nm (FWHM) in the
13–16 nm wavelength region. So it restricts the ap-
plications of multilayer gratings in spectrometers
that need a broad, usable region.

A simple method to achieve a broader usable spec-
tral region for a multilayer grating is to deposit dif-
ferent periodic multilayer coatings onto different ar-
eas of one grating substrate. Each periodic
multilayer coating operates on a specific narrow-
wavelength region; thus a wider usable spectral re-
gion could be achieved. This method has been used to
fabricate multilayer gratings for the Extreme Ultra-
violet Spectrometer [6]. When this method is
adopted, only a part of the grating is actually used for
each wavelength region, thus leading to a lower pho-
ton flux for each wavelength region.
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We develop another approach to get a broad usable
spectral region for a multilayer grating by changing
the structure of the multilayer coating. Aperiodic
multilayer coatings have been developed to tailor
spectral or angular reflectivity for both hard x-ray [7]
and EUV [8] applications. By using appropriate ape-
riodic coating design, broadband reflectivity in a wide
wavelength region could be realized [9]. Here we ap-
ply the broadband multilayer coating to broaden the
usable spectral range of EUV multilayer gratings. By
depositing a well-designed aperiodic Mo/Si
multilayer onto a blazed grating substrate, we get
�10% diffraction efficiency through 13–16 nm wave-
length region at an incident angle of 10°. In this Let-
ter, we describe the design and fabrication process
and present diffraction-efficiency-measurement re-
sults of the aperiodic multilayer grating.

We wrote a computation code to optimize the coat-
ing structure. This code is based on the genetic algo-
rithm, which is an effective method to optimize ape-
riodic multilayer coatings shown by Aquila et al. [10].
By using optical constants of Mo and Si determined
by Soufli and Gullikson [11,12], we got an optimized
coating structure, as shown in Table 1. The calcu-
lated reflectivity of this aperiodic multilayer coating
structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. The coating yields
an average theoretical reflectivity of 22.53% in the
region of 13–16 nm at an incident angle of 10°.

The coating was deposited onto a blazed grating
substrate fabricated by using the method described
in [13]. The grating was fabricated on a finely pol-
ished fused-silica substrate of 30 mm�30 mm in
area and 1 mm in thickness. The groove density was
2400 lines/mm. To achieve high groove efficiency in
the range of 13–16 nm in the –2nd order at 10° inci-
dent angle, the blaze angle was designed as 2°, which

corresponds to a blaze wavelength of 14.5 nm. We
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used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to measure the
actual grating profile and to deduce blaze and anti-
blaze angles by using the algorithm introduced in
[14]. Five locations in or around the sample center
were measured; the average blaze and antiblaze
angles are 2.0° and 9.4°, respectively. The calculated
groove efficiency of the grating substrate and the dif-
fraction efficiency of the multilayer grating in the
–2nd order are also shown in Fig. 1. Calculations
were made by using a code based on the differential
method of grating theory [15].

The coating process took place in an Oxford Ionfab
ion-beam sputtering system. Layer thicknesses were
controlled by a quartz crystal monitor. A fused-silica
substrate without a grating pattern was also coated
simultaneously with the grating to serve as the wit-
ness flat, which is used to measure the reflectivity of
the aperiodic multilayer coating.

Reflectivity and diffraction efficiency measure-
ments were made at the Spectral Radiation Standard
and Metrology Beamline of the National Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory of China. The beamline is
equipped with a scanning monochrometer that uses a
spherical grating with spectral resolution �� /��� of
�192. To suppress the signal of higher harmonics, a
silicon nitride filter was mounted after the mono-
chrometer. Samples were measured in a reflectome-
ter, allowing the sample holder and the photodiode
detector to move in several degrees of freedoms. The
incident radiation was about 80% s polarization (elec-
tric vector parallel to the groove), and the spot size on
the sample was 3 mm�1 mm. When measuring the
diffraction efficiency of the multilayer grating, a slit
of �0.8 mm width was mounted in front of the detec-
tor to resolve diffraction orders.

We first calibrated the wavelength scale of the
monochrometer by measuring the Si L absorption

Table 1. Multilaye

substrate/3.0H/9.1L/3.8H/3.3L/3.5H/9.3L/4.
6L/3.8H/3.7L/3.7H/3.7L/3.5H/3.5L/3.1H/3.1

H/4.1L/3.7H/4.1L/3.6H/4
aIn the expression H and L denote 1-nm-thick Mo and Si, respec

Fig. 1. Calculated reflectivity of multilayer coating (empty
triangles) with the structure in Table 1, calculated groove
efficiency of the grating substrate (filled circles) using blaze
and antiblaze angles deduced from AFM results, calculated
–2nd-order diffraction efficiency of the aperiodic multilayer

grating at an incidence angle of 10° (filled squares).
edge of the filter. Then we measured the reflectivity
of the witness flat at an incident angle of 10° by keep-
ing the sample and the detector fixed. After that, we
fixed the incident angle to 10° and let the detector
scan the diffraction angular spectrums of the
multilayer grating at wavelengths in increments of
0.12 nm from 12.47 to 16.79 nm.

Figure 2 shows the measured reflectivity of the
aperiodic multilayer coating and the measured –2nd-
order diffraction efficiency of the multilayer grating.
In the design wavelength region of 13–16 nm, the
aperiodic multilayer coating has an average reflectiv-
ity value of 15.92%. Broad passband of the coating
leads to a wide usable spectral region of the
multilayer grating. The average diffraction efficiency
is 9.83% in the region of 13–16 nm.

For comparison, we illustrate the measured reflec-
tivity of a periodic multilayer coating and the mea-
sured diffraction efficiency of the periodic multilayer-
coated blazed grating in Fig. 2. The 40 bilayer Mo/Si
coating has a periodic thickness of d� 7.1 nm and a
gamma ratio of 0.4 (�=dMo/d, where dMo is the thick-
ness of Mo). The blaze angle of the grating substrate
was 1.9°. Although the reflectivity of the periodic
multilayer coating has a peak value of �60%, its
FWHM bandwidth is only �0.6 nm. As a result, the
FWHM bandwidth of the diffraction efficiency is also
restricted to �0.6 nm. If we evaluate the useable
spectral region by the diffraction efficiency of �10%,
the useable spectral region of the periodic multilayer
grating is �0.8 nm.

The aperiodic multilayer grating has a usable spec-
tral region of �3 nm, much wider than that of the pe-
riodic multilayer grating ��1 nm�. This is because
the aperiodic multilayer coating has a broad pass-
band, which is favorable for matching with the broad

ating Structurea

.6L/3.8H/3.5L/3.6H/3.1L/3.2H/2.9L/3.6H/3.
.3H/3.6L/3.7H/3.9L/3.8H/4.0L/3.8H/4L/3.8
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Fig. 2. Measured reflectivity (filled triangles) of the aperi-
odic multilayer coating and measured –2nd-order diffrac-
tion efficiency (empty triangles) of the aperiodic multilayer
grating at an incidence angle of 10°, measured reflectivity
(filled squares) of the periodic multilayer coating and mea-
sured –2nd-order diffraction efficiency (empty squares) of
r Co

0H/3
L/3

.3L/3
the periodic multilayer grating at an incidence angle of 10°.
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bandwidth of the grating groove efficiency. Although
the peak diffraction efficiency is inevitably decreased
compared with the periodic multilayer grating, the
aperiodic multilayer grating had a diffraction effi-
ciency of �10% through the broad wavelength region,
which provides sufficient spectral sensitivity.

There are some differences between the measured
reflectivity curve in Fig. 2 and the designed one in
Fig. 1. This is due to the difference between the actu-
ally produced coating structure and the designed
coating structure, which is caused by the existence of
interdiffusion regions [10,16,17] and deposition rate
errors [10]. Taking the two factors into account, we fit
the reflectivity curve to extract the actual coating
structure. The best fitted results in Fig. 3 show that
(1) interdiffusion regions are asymmetric with Mo-
on-Si of 1 nm and Si-on-Mo of 0.6 nm, which are con-
sistent with [16,17], and (2) each Mo layer thickness
is 6% smaller than its design value, while the thick-
ness of each Si layer is 6% larger. This actual coating
structure was used to calculate the diffraction effi-
ciency of the aperiodic multilayer grating. The calcu-
lated efficiency is in good agreement with the mea-
sured one, as also shown in Fig. 3.

In conclusion, we have applied an aperiodic
multilayer coating on a blazed grating substrate. The
coating has a wide passband of 13–16 nm, at which
the multilayer grating has an average diffraction ef-
ficiency of 9.83% in the –2nd order. Comparing stan-

Fig. 3. Measured (filled squares) and calculated (empty
triangles) reflectivity of the aperiodic multilayer coating
using the actual coating structure, measured (filled circles)
and calculated (empty squares) –2nd-order diffraction effi-
ciencies of the aperiodic multilayer grating at an incidence
angle of 10° with the actual coating structure and the blaze

and antiblaze angles deduced from AFM results.
dard multilayer gratings with periodic multilayer
coatings, this new kind of multilayer grating has a
broader usable spectral region. The broadening of the
usable spectral region is due to the broadband
characteristic of the aperiodic multilayer coating.
Combining advantages of the broad usable spectral
region and high diffraction efficiency, the aperiodic
multilayer grating could be used in EUV spec-
trograph applications with broadband requirements.
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